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Arizona 

CANYON VIEW ACCOMMODATION 

 

A natural combination that was made through millions of years: 

Spaces, area and the rocks layers, running river water and the 

charming heights views, this is what makes the site a very 

strategically tourist destination.  

Our thoughts determine the amount of degree of beauty that this place 

could reach if we followed the traditional and old school thoughts, but 

if we take our way of thinking into a genius and modern one we can 

reach the summit of the beauty in the art of architecture based on 

‘‘nature can build itself’’. 

 

We designed the building to last and survive for millions of years by 

adopting a constructive methods on high mountain principal, and we 

can reach that by the unique engineering design of the building wish 

make the construction phases start from the top moving down to the 

bottom, Also the innovating of new machine three-dimensional 

industrial  sculpture machine , with a main function of crushing the 

rocks and extracting it from the mountain and then re-used it as basic 

materials with the help of the three-dimensional industrial  printing 

machine to manufacture the floors , the main interfaces and entrances. 

In other words : 

 “The mountain is changing its old design with a contemporary one 

wish defies the Mother Nature with a building all its basic materials 

are natural materials”. 

 

The first building ensures the continuity and survival behavior 

through millions of years. 

The first accommodation zone designed in rock stratification and 

layers. 

The first building in the history of architecture built starting from the 

top and finished at the bottom. 

The first accommodation zone contains a natural falls. 

The first building uses the innovative three-dimensional industrial 

sculpture machine and industrial printers machines of the 21st century.  

The first accommodation zone built in a natural background and 

naturally basic materials.  

The first natural anti-seismic building. 

 

Selection of the project site 
We have adopted in the selection of the site on the shape of rock layers 
and stratum, the heights and the beautiful scenery. With these 
standards we got the area of: Unkar Creek Rapids, Coconino County , 
5.80 km from north west desert view watchtower . 

 
Energy: 
The use of solar energy to 
supply the building with all what 
it needs in order to provide the 
visual comfort, thermal comfort 
and any other luxury… 
Design a special water channels 
for the river water so that we 
can use it inside the building  

The adapted Solutions set to the 

project: 
Provide Industrial three-dimensional 

printing machines 

Innovation of industrial three-

dimensional sculpture machines. 

. 

 
Based on 3D sculpture machine  

  
Very high temperature  
Tracing tools  

Chemical liquid contains iron filings 

Very low temperature 
magnetic forces 
Transport volumes               

Reuse as raw material 

Break the stone blocks 

In 3D industrial printers machines  


